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Abstract

nance during container creation time and uses the audited
provenance to (i) compare and validate container replay, and
(ii) classify container contents. To support these features efficiently, PROV-CRT associates a reference execution with
every application that is to be containerized. This reference
execution forms the basis for and classification of container
contents and comparison with future container re-executions
and container modifications.
PROV-CRT audits provenance at the granularity of system calls. The audited provenance is expressed in W3C format [10], where in each entity is a file that the system call operates on, each activity is a process that issues the system call,
and the agent is the user containerizing the application. The
audited provenance is application-independent and mediumfidelity that enables reasoning about process namespaces and
ensures that the container application continues to remain
isolated. Internally, PROV-CRT maintains a database of application executions and distinguishes between a reference
execution and a re-execution of an application that is either a
repetition or a modification. A repetition is validated against
the original application execution by comparing provenance
audited during the two executions. More details about the
provenance auditing mechanisms are present here [11].
Our demonstration will unfold as follows: We plug PROVCRT into Sciunit, our own container-runtime that is used
for creating, isolating, and replaying containers. We leverage
Sciunit’s declarative interface for container management tasks.
We will demonstrate how PROV-CRT provides re-execution
guarantee and re-execution efficiency. Using the interface
commands, it is possible to compare two executions based
on its provenance, classify content, and incrementally repeat
them.

A container runtime isolates computations and its associated
data dependencies and is thus useful for porting applications
on new machines. Current container runtimes, such as LXC
and Docker, however, do not automatically track provenance,
which is essential for verifying computations. We demonstrate
PROV-CRT, a provenance module in a container runtime that
tracks the provenance of computations during container creation and uses audited provenance to compare computations
during container replay. We show how this module simplifies
and improves the efficiency of complex container management tasks, such as classifying container contents and incrementally replaying containerized applications.

1

Introduction

Containers are light-weight alternatives to virtual machines;
They are increasingly used for sharing and deploying applications, and thus facilitate the conduct of reproducible science. Container engines, such as Linux Containers (LXC) [5],
Docker [2] and Singularity [6], use namespace primitives
within the Linux kernel to execute an application in isolation
on a host machine, and encapsulate the application’s data and
all its system dependencies. When a container is shared and
deployed on a target machine it can be re-executed in isolation
using encapsulated data and dependencies without the target
environment interfering with its execution.
Using a container to isolate and port a computation is a necessary, albeit, only the first step toward the conduct of reproducible science. Current containers do not present any further
guidance required for conducting reproducible science, such
as verify if the results of repeated computations match (or do
not match) with results obtained from the original execution
of the computation on the host machine. To facilitate such
guidance, we have previously proposed auditing and managing provenance as part of application virtualization [9] [8] [7].
In this demonstration, we showcase PROV-CRT, a provenance module within a container runtime that audits prove∗ Contact

2

Use cases and Setup

We describe the scenario and setup of the demonstration.
Use cases. We use two types of applications: (i) an instructional use case that demonstrates the module at an intuitive
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feature level, and (ii) a real use case comprising of artifacts
submitted for evaluation to a Systems and Machine Learning
(SysML) conference and stamped reusable from the ACM
reproducibility initiative (Artifact #1 in [4]). Both use cases
will demonstrate breadth and generality of PROV-CRT on
multiple types of computational studies and their experiments.
We use the second use case to demonstrate container classification and incremental replay in a real setting.

periment that was previously audited. PROV-CRT informs
if the repeat was similar to the reference execution. For this
it performs a recursive hash-based comparison as described
in [11]. In the current version of PROV-CRT, a repeat does
not stop if a provenance-based verification fails; the user is
only informed that the entire repeat does not correspond to
the original referenced execution.
The Sciunit runtime allows parameter changes (input
argument or data file) to an execution as new executions. For
a given experiment, parameters are changed as:

Setup. We use the Ubuntu and CentOS distribution of the
Linux kernel. For this demonstration, we use machines hosted
on the cloud with Sciunit container runtime installed. The
runtime offers both a command-line client and a Python-based
API, downloadable from [1]. Consider a user application, such
as the Artifact #1 in [4], on a cloud machine. Each parametric
execution of this use case corresponds to an experiment.
A user starts the runtime with an empty project PWDemo
as in:

» sciunit given <params> repeat ei %<pp>
in which <params> are the changed parameters and
%<pp> is their respective parameter position. By using the
repeat command but modifying the parameter in a given position, allows the system to maintain related experiments (owing
to parameter changes) as a collection.
Modifications to source code of an experiment result in
entirely new experiments. A user can, however, modify files
of only one experiment at a time. Modifications must be
committed as in:

» sciunit open PWDemo
This creates an empty directory within which all the
container’s content is maintained, including any associated
provenance that is audited and maintained by PROV-CRT.
The user containerizes an experiment by executing the
application within the context of the Sciunit:

» sciunit commit
to commit the checked out experiment. Both the given
and commit command re-executes the experiment to store the
change and its new associated provenance. Our demonstration will show how the Sciunit container runtime supported
with PROV-CRT provides strict version control on experiment
executions and its provenance. The interface prevents uncontrolled changes and enables comparisons while maintaining
container isolation.

» sciunit exec main.sh <params>
in which main.sh refers to an entry or start command for running an experiment. Parameters of the experiment, <params>,
may be specified on command-line. This command assigns an
execution identifier, ei , to the experiment within the PWDemo
container. During the execution of this command, the Sciunit runtime checks in all the binary, data, configuration, and
environment files corresponding to the experiment and PROVCRT audits provenance of the execution. Both the contents
and the provenance is stored and indexed in a de-duplicated
storage [9].
In the current version of PROV-CRT, the audited provenance is at the level of files and processes, which is
application-independent, high-fidelity provenance. The audited provenance is expressed in W3C format. More details
about audited provenance are described in [11]. PROV-CRT
associates audited provenance with the hash values of content stored in de-duplicated storage. This association keeps
provenance in-sync with de-duplicated content.
The user performs a container replay by issuing the
command:

Classifying Container Content. The declarative interface
includes commands for classifying content in a container.
Sciunit lists all audited experiments as:
» sciunit list
A given experiment details are obtained with:
» sciunit show e2
which shows size and other metadata of an experiment.
PROV-CRT uses provenance to further classify container
contents by:
» sciunit show – detail e2

» sciunit repeat ei

The detailed show command creates a classified view of
the file contents of e2 based on read/write patterns in the
provenance log. The view is classified into input, transient,

in which ei represents the execution identifier of the ex2

and output files, configuration files, and system dependencies. Figure 1 shows part of the view as install requirements
generated from the provenance log of the real use case [4].
We will demonstrate that PROV-CRT distinguishes between system and user-listed dependencies, and for each system dependency documents the relevant package manager.
For instance, if the execution trace specifies a path to the dependency libcrypto.so.1.1 then the library libssl is mentioned.
This is useful for generating a README or requirements.txt
of required system information. Version information of dependency files is also generated in the classified view. This
is particularly useful for scripts since their source code is
audited. The resulting container, however, does not record
source code versions, which we assume are typically maintained by the author in a version control repository, such as
Git.

experiments to be branched. The incremental repetition of
experiments is not available via PROV-CRT’s command-line
interface but is part of the Python API. The user must also
install the PROV-CRT kernel within JupyterHub. Artifacts
of this demonstration, i.e., the generated containers for the
two use cases, and the demonstration recording are available
via [3].
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